A New Important Index

A new quarterly index to U.S. and Canadian bank letters, bulletins, reports and periodic economic reviews, including an Annual Hardbound Cumulative Edition.

A guide to:

- publications of more than 50 major U.S. and Canadian Banks
- economic letters of the Federal Reserve Banks
- reports of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
- bulletins and reports of the International Monetary Fund
- and more

There has never been a reference tool for the economist as current, comprehensive and convenient as the INDEX TO BANK LETTERS, BULLETINS AND REVIEWS. If it’s important to the financial world you’ll find it here. Bank on it.

Four quarterly issues including
Annual Hardbound Cumulative Edition $45.00
Vol. 1, no. 1 published October 1976
An annual collection of all indexed bank letters will be made available on microfiche. Please write for our brochure.
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